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ROUTE DESCRIPTION TO KLM TRAINING CENTER (BUILDING 203/204, SCHIPHOL-OOST) 
 
Below this route description you will find also a detailed map of KLM Technical Area. 

 

1A) Coming from Schiphol Airport: 

 

Take highway A4 to AMSTERDAM; 
After the tunnel, take exit to highway A9 to UTRECHT; 

Continue at 2). 

 

1B) Coming from Amsterdam (via highway A4): 

 

Take highway A9 to UTRECHT; 

Continue at 2). 

 

1C) Coming from Utrecht (via highway A2): 
 

Take highway A9 to ALKMAAR; 

Take exit AALSMEER; 

At the roundabout, go straight on; 

At the next traffic lights, go straight on; 

Continue at 3). 

 

2) Take exit AALSMEER; 

Turn left at the first trafficlights; 
At the second traffic lights, turn right; 

Continue at 3). 

 

3) You are now on the "Schipholdijk", keep right!! (See detailed KLM Technical Area map below) 

At the first trafficlights turn right (just before Steigenberger Airport Hotel). 

At the end turn left and drive straight on to the Security gate. 

 

At the Security gate you have to park your car and go to the office. Show your company ID and valid passport to the Security 

officer; you will receive a visitors pas. 

 
After passing the gate, turn right at the roundabout (quarter) and then take the second right. 

Follow this road until you will see building number 204 ( the high building) on your righthand side, and just before turn right (the 

Kraayveldstraat). 

 

Park your car in front of the high building 204, or one of the other available parking area’s, and proceed to the main entrance. In the lobby 

you will see a telephone on the wall on the left side of the doors. Please use this to call one of the following contactpersons, who will then 

help you further: 

 

During office hours (08:30 – 17:00 LT): 

- Mrs. Ingrid Hardenberg  (Customer Support): 92228 

(or when using your mobile phone  +31-(0)20-64 92228) 

Outside office hours: 

- Shiftleader Maintenance: 91240 

(or when using your mobile phone  +31-(0)20-64 91240) 

 
Please use these numbers also for general information and questions, or in case you 
have problems entering the KLM Technical Area or finding our Training Center. 
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